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Audio range: A – C (1 octave + 4 half audio) - How to use this? D.C. x4Verse: You can get dmshiver in the dark, it's craining in A #park, but Ameantime A DmSouth's The River you Cstop and you A #ถือทุกวง FA will blow fdixie double fCour time C #คุณรูสึก alrA #ight When you hear that dmring dmm music # - CVerse: Well, now you
dmstep inside, but you cdon do not see too much a # Afaces A DmComing in out of Crain to listen to A #jazz to dAown A FCompetitioFn in other Cplaces C #Oh, But hornA#s they're blowing at soDmund Dm A # - CWay Down Under A # - CWay Down South DmLondon townInstrumental x2:|Dm C | Verse: You examine Dmguitar, George
C #เขารูวา Aall Chord a DmMind It's strictly rhythmic, He Cdoesn doesn't want to be A #ทําใหมันรองไหหรือ Asing A FLeft hand-folded guitar is calling, he can afCford A #เมื่อเขาลุกขึน้ภายใต A #ไฟที่จะเลน Dmthing # - CDmAnd Harry is not. Cmin #ถาเขาไมได Amake Scene A DmHe's Has Cjob Daytime He is dA #oing alrAight A FHe can
play Fhonky tonk like ACnything C #Saving It uA #p for Friday nighDD Amt # - C with #Sultana - C with Sultan of SDmwingInstrumental x2:Dm C IKEA | Bible Verses: And Dmcrowd's Boys, they're Cfooling aA #รอบใน Acorner A DmDrunk and dressed in their Cbest brown bags, A #และพื้น their platAform A FThey not to dam fn on
trCumpet-play bCand A #มันไมไดสิ่งที่พวกเขา #เรียกวา Rock 'n' DmRoll A #C and SultansA # Yes Sultan They Play CDmreoleInstrumental x2:|Dm C | .C There already exists |@2 Dm | Verse: DmAnd and then the man, he Csteps right uA #p to Amicrophone A DmAnd said that at Clast as well as A #time bell A FGoodnighFt, now is ctime
time to go chome a #แลวเขาก็ทําใหมันเร็วดวยอีกหน่ึง TDmhing, A # -- C We Are Sultan # -- C We are Sultan's SDmwing Tool x2: C | It rains [C] in the park [Bb], but it means [A]time- [A7] [A] [Dm]. South of the river you [C] stop and you hold all [Dm]stuff [A7] [A] [F] band is blowing Dixie, Double [C] four times [Bb], you feel good when you
hear the music [Dm] ring [Bb] [C] [c] [c] well, now you [Dm] stepped inside, but you [C] don't see [Bb] too much [A] face [A7] [Dm] coming out of [C] rain, they hear [Bb] jazz go [A] down [A7] [F] competing in the other [C]. [C] [C] way on downsouth London City {c:} Check [Dm] Guitar George, [C], he knows [Bb] chords [Dm] all [A7] [Dm]
mentally he's strictly rhythmic, he doesn't [C] want to make them [Bb]. [A] singing [A7] [A] [F], they say the old guitar is [C], all he can afford [C] [C]. Creole (yes, sultan, they play Creole)Dm-C-Bb-CLead 1: (chord:Follow 1 full verse)Dm C Bb Aand Then the man he stepped up to the microphone Dm C Bb A (A7) and said that in the end, as
well as the bell time ringf cthank You're good tonight, now it's time to go homeBb Dm Bb-Cand, he made it fast with another thing, Bb-Cwe is sultansDm Dm-C-C-Cwe is the sultan of swingDm-C-Bb-C1.25 0.5 2.25 4.0 comments tab (0) No:( Need help, tips to share or just want to talk about this song? Start a discussion! You must be
logged in to join the discussion, log in or register about this song Sultan of Swing. As the first edition of British rock band Dire Straits it was first recorded as a demo at Pathway Studios, north London, and quickly gained a following after it was placed in a spin at Radio London. It didn't take long to save executives, and Dire Straits was
offered a contract with Phonogram, a British record company. The song has been re-recorded and republished in both the UK and US, although the demo version remains in the singles. Original Vertigo of the United Kingdom youtube.com/watch?... youtube.com/watch?...
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